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1

Introduction

WSP, on behalf of its client Federal-Mogul Corporation, conducts routine site inspections of the closed Ambler
Asbestos Piles Site located at the intersection of Locust Street and Wissahickon Avenue in Ambler, Pennsylvania
[Site; former Nicolet Asbestos Site; Operable Unit 1 (OU1)] in accordance with the US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) approved Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Plan, dated May 1993. The USEPA, Region III and
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) representatives participate in the required annual
site inspections and additional follow-up inspections throughout the year, as needed. WSP submits annual status
reports and provides frequent updates for the Site to both EPA and PADEP.
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of O&M activities conducted at the Site since the previous
report was submitted. All activities are conducted in accordance with the O&M plan for the Ambler Asbestos Site,
dated May 1993; and applicable Agency approvals as described in the report. Prior to initiating annual inspections,
the following parties are notified: USEPA, PADEP, Borough of Ambler, and property owner (DC Ambler, LLC,
David Caddick).
This report describes the following site-specific items:
O&M activities conducted at the site since the previous annual report was submitted in December 2013,
2014 annual inspection findings, and
status update of continuous monitoring projects (i.e. kudzu management, slope monitoring, and construction
activity monitoring)
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2

O&M Activities - December 2013 to May 2014

Between December 2013 and May 2014, the following O&M activities were conducted at the site:
In December 2013 and January 2014, routine vegetation clearing was conducted onsite in the following areas along the northern and eastern sides of the Locust Street Piles;
along the service road to the Upper Locust Street Pile;
along the Chestnut Street gate and adjacent fencing; and
along the service road to the Plant Pile.
During a December 2013 follow-up site inspection, large holes were observed in the perimeter fencing and
several trees were observed lying on the fence along the Plant pile sewer easement, and near the western end
of the Locust Street Piles. The holes varied in size from two to three feet wide by two to four feet long.
WSP contracted Brooks and Barber Tree Management (BBTM) to conduct routine vegetation clearing and repair
areas noted above. BBTM completed such activities in January 2014, and WSP conducted a confirmation site
inspection in February 2014.
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3

O&M Activities - June 2014 Inspection

On June 5, 2014, WSP conducted the 2014 annual inspection of the Site (Figure 1). An inspection field log was
completed and photographs were taken (Appendix A). The inspection was conducted by Robin Wright, Senior
Project Director of WSP. WSP was accompanied on portions of the site inspection by:
James Feeney, Remedial Project Manager of the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region III;
and
Timothy Cherry, Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act (HSCA) Supervisor; and Paul Mages, Environmental Specialist,
both with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP).
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3.1

Pile Caps

The three pile caps (Plant Pile, Upper Locust Street Pile, and Lower Locust Street Pile) all appear to be in good
condition, with some minor exceptions as noted in the following sections.

3.1.1

Plant Pile

The perimeter of the cap on the Plant Pile contains grass, small trees, and bushes. As noted in previous annual
inspections, sinkholes were observed in several areas along the perimeter of the cap (Figure 1, Area 1). The
sinkholes varied in size up to one foot wide, one foot deep (below ground surface), and approximately seven feet
long. These features appeared to be similar in size to what was observed in previous inspections. Additionally, a
depression was observed on the western portion of the cap that was approximately 6.5 feet wide and 60 feet long
(Figure 1, Area 7); and three areas were observed on the south eastern portion of the cap where the gravel
appeared to have been disturbed. The depression and disturbed gravel areas may be the result of the significant
amounts of snow that accumulated and melted during the previous winter. However, to ensure significant changes
are not occurring that cannot be easily observed, WSP continued the survey monitoring activities in 2014 and will
continue the assessment in 2015 to determine if additional action is needed. The survey monitoring plan, as
approved by EPA and PADEP, is further discussed in Section 7.
Additionally, three small areas of vegetation ranging in height from approximately 1 foot to 2.5 feet tall were
observed on the cap. Clearing of these small areas from the cap were included in the 2014 repairs conducted.

3.1.2

Upper Locust Street Pile

The perimeter of the cap on the Upper Locust Street Pile contains grass, small trees, and bushes that appear to
have increased in thickness (Figure 1, Area 10). Small areas of vegetation ranging in height from approximately 1
foot to 2 feet tall were observed on the cap. Cutting back the vegetation along the perimeter of the cap will be
included in the routine 2015 winter clearing activities, and clearing of the small areas of vegetation on the cap were
included in the 2014 repairs conducted.

3.1.3

Lower Locust Street Pile

The perimeter of the cap on the Lower Locust Street Pile contains grass, small trees, and bushes that appear to
have increased in thickness (Figure 1, Area 10). Several areas of vegetation ranging in height from approximately
1 foot to 3.5 feet tall were observed on the cap. Cutting back the vegetation along the perimeter will be included in
the routine 2015 winter clearing, and clearing of the areas on the cap were included in the 2014 repairs conducted.

3.2

Pile Side Slopes

The side slopes of the three pile caps (Plant Pile, Upper Locust Street Pile, and Lower Locust Street Pile) are
covered by a combination of grass, ground cover, shrubs and trees despite the steep slopes. WSP did not observe
erosion on the slopes of the piles. All slopes appear to be in good condition, with some minor exceptions as noted
in the following sections.

3.2.1

Plant Pile

Sinkholes were observed on the top portion of the slope on the southwest and northwest sides of the Plant Pile
(Figure 1, Area 2). WSP is conducting survey monitoring to determine if additional action is needed to address the
sinkholes. The monitoring plan is further discussed in Section 7.
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An animal burrow hole was observed on the slope along the access road to the top of the Plant pile. This area was
included in the 2014 repairs conducted (Figure 1, Area 4).

3.2.2

Upper Locust Street Pile

An animal burrow hole was observed on the western slope of the Upper Locust Street Pile (Figure 1, Area 9). This
area was included in the 2014 repairs conducted.

3.2.3

Lower Locust Street Pile

The side slopes of the Lower Locust Street pile were observed to be in good condition. WSP did not observe any
areas in need of repair on the slopes of the pile.

3.3

Drains and Piping

Drain piping was observed to be generally clear of debris and in good condition. In addition, the pipe supports
appeared to be good condition.

3.4

Wissahickon Creek Revetment

WSP did not observe damage to the concrete revetment during the June 2014 inspection. The 2010 repairs
appeared to be in good condition and well maintained.

3.5

Buttress Fill Area

WSP observed the buttress fill area to be in good condition. Signs of slumping, erosion, or animal burrows were not
observed.

3.6

Water Bars and Erosion Control Measures

WSP did not observe signs of erosion at the three piles. Water bars (ridge of gravel used to disperse the energy of
flowing water to prevent erosion) along the access road to the Locust Street Piles were observed to be in good
condition. The water bars along the access road to the Plant Pile have worn away over time. However, since
erosion has not been observed, no action is required at this time. WSP will continue to monitor this area and
replace the water bars along the access roads to the Plant Pile, if needed.

3.7

Fence and Gates

The fence was generally in good condition. However, WSP identified several areas where the fence was
damaged. Specifically, WSP observed the fence to be cut back or collapsed in several locations allowing
unauthorized access to the site (Figure 1, Areas 1a, and 8). Areas designated as 1a are the responsibility of the
property owner, David Caddick. Mr. Caddick was notified of the damaged areas. These areas were included in
2014 repairs conducted by the property owner.
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3.8

Warning Signs

According to the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR Part 61 Subpart M), asbestos warning signs are required
every 100 meters (328 feet) and at every entrance gate. Signs are present as required by regulations.

3.9

Access Roads

The access roads leading to all three piles were observed to be in good condition.

3.10

Repairs

WSP contracted BBTM to repair damaged areas of the fence and fill burrow holes that were noted during the June
2014 inspection. BBTM completed maintenance repairs in July 2014. WSP conducted a confirmation site
inspection after repairs were completed.
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Plant Pile Slope Monitoring

Over the years, the perimeter slopes of the Plant Pile have been inspected to verify that previously repaired
sinkholes did not re-open and to identify any new areas that develop on the slopes. During a December 2012 site
inspection, WSP and EPA observed additional sink holes along the top of the northwestern and southwestern
slopes of the Plant Pile (Figure 1, Area 2). In response, WSP initiated an EPA and PADEP approved Survey
Monitoring Plan in 2013 to further investigate the structural integrity of the slope, which is discussed in detail in the
2013 Annual Inspection Report for the Ambler Asbestos Pile Property.
On July 16, 2013, fifteen (15) concrete survey monuments were installed along the perimeter at top of slope and on
the cap of the Plant Pile (Monuments A-D, F-P). Additionally, a survey location was established on the concrete
drainage structure on the northwest corner of the Plant Pile (X-cut E) and three baseline locations were installed
(Baseline 1 – 3) in the backfilled former lagoon area. These locations were surveyed in July and November 2013;
in June 2014; and in January 2015 to monitor the Plant Pile to identify if any changes have occurred. Survey data
for the January 2015 event, as it compares to the original July 2013 event, is provided on Table 1 and Figure 2.
Based on field observations, it appears that one of the baseline monuments may have moved slightly that would
have an effect on the survey data to date. Additionally, Monuments F and I were observed to be damaged; and
therefore, were not surveyed. To ensure accurate data is collected, WSP is working with the contractors to ensure
extreme care is taken around the survey locations to minimize the potential of accidental shifting or damage to the
controls or monuments. An assessment of data to identify any significant changes will be conducted upon
completion of additional survey events conducted in 2015, and will be included in the 2015 Annual Report.
In 2015, WSP anticipates up to three (3) additional survey events will be conducted and all data will be reviewed
and compared to determine if survey monitoring should continue into 2016 or if corrective action is warranted. Any
additional monuments required to be installed will be conducted in accordance with the 2013 Survey Monitoring
Plan and will be included in the assessment.
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5

Kudzu Management

In August 2012, EPA notified WSP that a large quantity of Kudzu, an invasive vine, was observed onsite and a
corrective action plan would be required to properly eradicate the Kudzu so it would not threaten the native
vegetation. In response, WSP contracted BBTM to identify the extent of Kudzu present onsite and prepare a
management plan to properly eradicate it. Field activities were conducted in stages, as discussed below.

5.1.1

Kudzu Management Phase I – Initial Removal

Phase I included initial removal activities consisting of cutting the Kudzu vines at ground level in identified areas
and leaving them to die over the winter. Phase I was approved by EPA and completed by BBTM in October 2012.
A site inspection was conducted by WSP, EPA, and BBTM in December 2012 to confirm the completion of Phase I
activities and discuss future activities for 2013 and beyond.

5.1.2

Kudzu Management Phase 2 – Initial Treatment and Follow-up

WSP and BBTM prepared a Kudzu Management Plan (KMP) dated March 6, 2013 that was approved by EPA and
PADEP in April 2013. Between June and October 2013, BBTM applied three (3) treatments of an approved
herbicide to the former Kudzu areas in accordance with the approved KMP. An additional inspection was
conducted upon completion of the third application to confirm new growth was not present.

5.1.3

Kudzu Management Phase 3 – Continuous Monitoring, Additional Treatment

In the summer of 2014, the former Kudzu areas were inspected for new growth and to determine if follow-up
treatments were needed. New growth was observed in the previously treated areas; and therefore, two (2)
additional treatments were applied in accordance with previously approval KMP. An additional inspection was
conducted upon completion of the third application to confirm adequate coverage was obtained.
In the summer of 2015, WSP will contract a qualified arborist to inspect the site for Kudzu and identify if additional
removal and treatment is required. If additional Kudzu is observed, removal, treatment, and monitoring activities
will be conducted in accordance with the previously approval KMP.
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6

Site Construction Activity

On December 4, 2012, WSP conducted an additional site visit with Mr. Feeney and BBTM to inspect general site
conditions. During the inspection, one (1) groundwater monitoring well and an unlabeled 55-gallon drum was
observed on the Site west of the former lagoon area along the service road. The 55-gallon drum appeared to be
well development water, but this was not confirmed by WSP. There was a small soil pile near the 55-gallon drum
adjacent to the silt fence that appeared to be soil cuttings from well installation activities. Four (4) additional
groundwater monitoring wells were also observed on the cleared Frumann property north of the Plant Pile, and
northeast of the Site’s property boundary just west of the railroad tracks. Fifty-five gallon drums were also
observed in the vicinity of the 4 wells. Contents of the 55-gallon drums were not confirmed by WSP.
The Frumann property fence has been completely demolished, and temporary construction fencing has been
installed by the property owner to ensure the Site is secure. Additionally, it appears soil has been added to the
former Frumann property and the Site’s service road to raise the elevation.
As previously reported, the former lagoon area was backfilled by Caddick in September 2011. During the
December 2012 site visit, WSP observed evidence of soil borings advanced into the backfilled material. Based on
discussions with EPA, PADEP, and MCCD, the soil borings were associated with confirming that the backfilled
material met PADEP Fill requirements; and the groundwater wells discussed above were likely associated with
Caddick’s interest in the potential development of the Frumann property and former lagoon area. Upon
observation of these activities, WSP immediately notified EPA and PADEP to confirm how these activities may
impact the F-M’s O&M responsibilities. WSP was informed that EPA, PADEP and MCCD are aware of these
activities and are working with Caddick directly on the progression of the construction activities and associated
environmental compliance; and are updating F-M and WSP as needed. Additionally, the construction activities
would potentially impact F-M’s O&M responsibilities related to security and access to the site. WSP is in contact
with the property owner, as needed, to obtain their assistance with overlapping responsibilities (i.e. repair fencing
associated with construction activities), and have not had any issues to date with getting issues resolved. The
property owner and their contractors are responsive.
In June 2013, F-M and WSP met with the property owner (David Caddick Sr.); Davis, Bucco & Ardizzi Attorneys at
Law for the potential development of a portion of the Ambler Asbestos Pile site; and Pennoni Associates Inc.
general contractors for the proposed development plan to discuss the status of the proposed development, how
construction activities may impact the Site and O&M activities, and concerns WSP or F-M may have with the plans.
F-M and WSP expressed their concern over the legal requirements for the transfer of operation and maintenance
responsibilities from F-M to Caddick/Frumann for portions of the Site to be developed. There were other general
concerns identified (i.e. maintaining appropriate buffers between the asbestos pile and residential properties;
having proper access to the site when needed to meet F-M’s responsibilities, etc.), which would be easily
addressed based on discussions during the June 2013 meeting. WSP contacted EPA and PADEP directly and
they are completing the planning process directly with Caddick, and are updating F-M and WSP as needed.
No additional construction activities were observed on the Site since the December 2012 inspection. WSP, on
behalf of F-M, is in contact with the EPA and PADEP periodically throughout the year to obtain status updates on
construction activities.
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7

Additional Inspections & Recommendations

7.1

Additional Site Inspections

WSP also conducted limited site inspections in July and September 2014 to repair a burrow hole located along the
entrance road to the Chestnut Street gate. Due to the presence of a gray/white material present in the vicinity of
the hole, WSP contracted Karl Environmental Group (Karl), a PA Certified asbestos contractor, to fill the hole and
repair the area. Karl removed from the site and disposed of potential asbestos containing material (PACM)
remaining in the area in accordance with applicable requirements. No additional burrow holes have been observed
in this area since.

7.2

Recommendations for Additional Maintenance Activities

An underwater inspection of the 2010 revetment repairs will be conducted within the next two years to inspect the
condition of the 2010 repairs. WSP will provide an inspection plan to EPA and PADEP prior to implementation, and
discuss identified issues, as applicable. No additional maintenance activities are noted.
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Tables

Table 1 – Survey Monument Installation Data

OPTICAL SURVEY MONITORING SUMMARY

PROJECT:
PROJECT NO:
CLIENT:

ASBESTOS PILE, AMBLER, PA
1300053
FEDERAL-MOGUL CORPORATION

SURVEY CREW:
REVIEWED BY:

P.ROWAN/D.HARRIS
H.PICARD

SURVEY DATE:

01/20/15

Monitoring Target
Number

Northing
(ft)

Easting
(ft)

Elevation
(ft)

4755.06
4748.99
4730.75
4660.60
4677.84
DAMAGED
4396.60
4288.80
DAMAGED
4303.41
4318.50
4339.19
4442.00
4390.97
4459.69
4635.67
5122.43
5000.00
4977.88
4738.35
4508.03

5159.35
5097.63
5001.50
4949.37
4980.46

240.14
240.28
240.37
239.90
237.93

5198.27
5303.32

240.12
239.85

0.01
0.02

-0.01
0.07

-0.01
0.01

0.00
0.00

-0.04
0.00

-0.05
-0.01

5450.80
5511.03
5589.94
5572.24
5529.45
5343.82
5266.07
5221.00
5000.00
4836.74
5061.34
5316.78

239.31
239.77
238.44
240.14
238.88
240.08
241.56
196.87
201.41
201.14
239.68
240.00

0.03
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.02

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.06

0.00
0.04
0.00
-0.01
-0.02
0.00
-0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.04
-0.02

-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.02
-0.01
-0.02
-0.01
-0.05
0.00
0.00
-0.07
0.01

0.03
0.03
0.07
0.01
0.07
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.03

0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
-0.05
-0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
-0.02
-0.04
-0.03

MON. A
MON. B
MON. C
MON. D
XCUT E
MON. F
MON. G
MON. H
MON. I
MON. J
MON. K
MON. L
MON. M
MON. N
MON. O
MON. P
BL-1 IRS
BL-2 IRS
BL-3 IRS
BL-4 IRS
BL-5 IRS

∆ To Previous Monitoring
∆ North
∆East
∆ Elev.
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
0.02
0.03
-0.01
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
-0.01
-0.02
0.02
0.00
-0.03
0.01
-0.08

∆ North
(ft)
0.02
0.04
-0.01
-0.05
-0.05

Cumulative
∆ East
∆ Elev.
(ft)
(ft)
0.05
-0.01
0.02
-0.01
-0.03
-0.02
0.00
-0.02
0.00
-0.13

NOTES:
1. MON. A - MON. P are Conc. Monuments with a drill hole set in the top. X-Cut E is a scribe mark set on Concrete Drainage Structure.
BL-1 to BL-5 are Iron Rods Set in the ground.
2. The Cumulative value columns show the difference between the current reading and the original reading.

Enclosure A – June 2014 Inspection Log and Photographs

ANNUAL SITE INSPECTION LOG
Ambler Asbestos Pile (Operable Unit 1)
Ambler, Pennsylvania
Date:
Arrival Time:
Departure Time:
Weather:

June 5, 2014
12:00
16:30
Cloudy, 70°F

WSP Personnel Onsite:

Robin Wright

Observations/Comments: listed areas (i.e. AREA 1) are shown on Figure 1.
1. PLANT PILE
 Cap: Appeared to be in good condition, with the exception of sinkholes as noted in
previous inspections. Periodic slope/cap survey monitoriing in progress.
AREA 1 – Sinkholes observed along the perimeter of the Plant Pile near top of slope.
(Photograph 1)
AREA 7 – A depresion (app. 6.5 feet wide and 60 feet long) was obseved on the
western portion of cap.
 Deep-rooted vegetation: None observed. Periodic kudzu monitoring in progress.
 Animal burrows: Burrows and disturbed areas listed below were identified:
AREA 4 - Burrow hole on the slope along the access road to the top of the Plant pile. .
 Side slope condition: Appeared to be in good condition, with the exception of sinkholes
as noted in previous inspections. Periodic slope/cap survey monitoriing in progress.
AREA 2 – Sinkholes observed on the top portion of the slope on the southwest and
northwest sides of the Plant Pile. Periodic slope/cap survey monitoriing in progress.
 Drain conditions: Appeared to be in good condition.
 WaterBars/Erosion Control Measures: Water bars along the access road appeared to
be worn away, but no signs of erosion was observed.
2. LOCUST STREET PILE
 Cap: Appeared to be in good condition, with the exception of excess vegetation.
AREA 10 - The perimeter of the Upper and Lower Locust Street Pile caps containd
grass, small trees, and bushes that appear to have increased in thickness. (Photograph
2)
 Deep-rooted vegetation: None observed. Periodic kudzu monitoring in progress.
 Animal burrows: Burrows and disturbed areas listed below were identified.
AREA 9 – Burrow hole on western slope of Upper Locust Street Pile
 Side slope condition: Appeared to be in good condition.
 Drain condition: Appeared to be in good condition.
 WaterBars/Erosion Control Measures: Appeared to be in good condition.

ANNUAL SITE INSPECTION LOG
Ambler Asbestos Pile (Operable Unit 1)
Ambler, Pennsylvania

3. CONCRETE REVETMENT (WISSAHICKON CREEK)
 Concrete condition: Appeared to be in good condition.
 Vegetation damage: Minimal vegetation observed, no damage evident.
 Stream erosion: 2010 revetment repairs appeared to be in good condition. Minimal
potential undermining observed, southern edge of revetment.
4. BUTTRESS FILL
 Appeared to be in normal condition
5. FENCE, GATES, SIGNS
 Gates and signs were observed to be in good condition.
 Fence: Several damaged areas were obseved.
AREA 1a – Fence damage allowing access to site adjacent to Bast and Caddick
property.
AREA 8 – Hole in fence along west side of Locust Street Pile.
6. ACCESS ROADS
 Appeared to be in good condition.
7. NEW DEVELOPMENTS
 Property Owner Construction Activities: monitoring wells and evidence of backfilling, soil
borings and access road grading were observed on the subject property and adjacent
Frumann property prior to this site visit. A detailed discussion is incldued in the report.
AREA 3 – monitoring wells (installed by property owner) and an associated 55 gallon
drum observed next to each well.
8. REPAIRS
 Repair Date: All repairs were completed as of July 2014.
 Comments: EPA and PADEP are aware of construction activities and are in direct
contact with Caddick.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Operable Unit 1 (OU1)
Photo No.

Date

1

June 5, 2014

Ambler Asbestos Piles, Ambler, Pennsylvania

AREA 1 – Northwest
Perimeter of Plant Pile

Photo No.

Date

2

June 5, 2014

AREA 10 – Cap of Upper
Locust Street Pile
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Operable Unit 1 (OU1)
Photo No.

Date

3

June 5, 2014

Ambler Asbestos Piles, Ambler, Pennsylvania

AREA 4 – Burrow Hole, Plant
Pile Slope along Access
Road

Photo No.

Date

4

June 5, 2014

AREA 8 – Hole in Fence,
West Side of Locust Street
Pile
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